Ortholog inference is a key step in understanding the evolution and function of a gene or 2 other genomic feature. Yet often no similar sequence can be identified, or the true ortholog 3 is hidden among false positives. A solution is to consider the sequence's genomic context. 4 We present the generic program, synder, for tracing features of interest between genomes 5 based on a synteny map. This approach narrows genomic search-space independently of 6 the sequence of the feature of interest. We illustrate the utility of synder by finding 7 orthologs for the Arabidopsis thaliana 13-member gene family of Nuclear Factor YC 8 transcription factor across the Brassicaceae clade. 9 1 Introduction 10 A powerful first step in understanding the evolution and function of a genomic feature is 11 resolving its genomic context, that is, comparing the feature to orthologous features in 12 other species. Comparing multiple orthologous features across species allows evolutionary 13 patterns to be uncovered. These patterns may include evidence of purifying selection, which 14 implies the feature is important to the survival of the species; positive selection, implying 15 the feature is rapidly evolving along one lineage; and functional dependencies between sites 16 (for example, amino acids in an enzyme reaction site) [1]. These evolutionary trends have 17 direct application in fields such as rational protein design [2]. Distinguishing between 18 orthologs (homologous features arising through speciation) and paralogs (homologous 19 features arising through gene duplication) is foundational to understanding the history of a 20 feature. Genomic context is also critical for discerning the origins of the often large 21 numbers of species-specific "orphan" genes that are found in most genome projects [3][4][5][6].
: Terminology focal genome:
The genome that contains the query features. target genome:
The genome in which search intervals are found for each feature of interest. query feature:
The sequence interval delineating any feature of interest in the focal genome. This could be a protein-coding gene, an miRNA, an intron, a transposon, a nucleotide repeat, an lncRNA or any other genomic feature blocks:
Focal and target genome intervals that are inferred to be orthologs by an outside synteny program. synteny map:
A set of blocks for a pair of genomes. syntenic interval:
A single interval on one side of a synteny map. adjacent intervals: Two syntenic intervals on the same scaffold with no syntenic interval located entirely between them. collinear blocks:
Two blocks where both the focal and target syntenic intervals are adjacent and in the same orientation. collinear block set: An ordered set of blocks where block i is collinear to block i + 1. query context:
All blocks that overlap or are adjacent to the query interval. search interval:
An expected location of an ortholog of a query feature in the target genome. search space:
The union of search intervals for a given query interval. synteny score:
A score for a syntenic block produced by the outside synteny program. synder score:
A score for the relative reliability of a search interval (see Figure 5 ). Blocks a and b are collinear and provide landmarks for associating the query feature in the focal genome with its search interval in the target genome. (B) Flow chart of the steps in the synder algorithm. synder: 1) transforms the synteny scores for each of the blocks in an input synteny map, such that scores are additive; 2) merges doubly-overlapping blocks; 3) assigns each block in the synteny map to exactly one collinear set of blocks; 4) finds the overlapping or nearest flanking syntenic intervals for each query feature in the focal genome (e.g., a f and b f in A); 5) for each query feature (i.e. the interval corresponding to a feature of interest on the focal genome) finds all collinear block sets that contain at least one of the blocks that flank or overlap the query feature, and then relative to each of these collinear block sets, maps the query interval to a search interval in the target genome; and 6) calculates search interval scores for each query feature relative to the search interval of each collinear set. The final output provides the query features with their corresponding hits in the target genome and a composite score for each hit.
this algorithm is defined in detail in the subsequent sections.
end Algorithm 1: A high-level overview of the core synder search algorithm. q, list of query features; M , synteny map; r, search interval score decay rate (see Figure 5 ); k, number of interrupting blocks that is tolerated; t, type of synteny score; s, vector of transformed, additive scores used in assigning final scores to each search interval. synder transforms scores and merges overlapping blocks to yield a processed, reduced synteny map, M . Sequential syntenic blocks, C, are determined from M . T , the interval tree data structure, is then used to find the syntenic context (i.e., the anchors, a) on the focal genome for each query feature, q. Next, query features are mapped to one or more collinear set of blocks, c. For each block, the associated search interval, i, is identified and the type of boundary, b, is determined. Each search interval is given a synder score, s. Finally, each search interval is recorded in the output table as a single row including the query feature (q), search interval (i), synder score (s), and search interval type (b). 
Step 2. Merge doubly-overlapping blocks
In a "perfect" synteny map, blocks would not overlap on both the focal and target sides. In 138 practice, however, synteny algorithms occasionally produce overlapping blocks. These cases 139 would produce multiple collinear block sets that have the same orientation and cover the 140 same region. To avoid this, synder merges any blocks that overlap on both the focal and 141 target sides. The interval of the merged blocks is the union of the overlapping block 142 intervals. The synder score of the merged blocks is calculated by summing the 143 non-overlapping interval scores with the maximum of the overlapping intervals:
Where d a and d b are the score densities of blocks a and b (density is the synteny score for a 145 block divided by the length of the syntenic interval on the focal genome); and where l a f , l b f 146 and l o are the lengths of a, b, and their overlap, respectively.
147
A potential downside of this approach is that, when more than two intervals are 148 doubly-overlapping, the order in which the scores are merged matters, with blocks merged 149 later having a stronger influence. A second issue is that the merged score is calculated 150 based on the intervals on just one side of the synteny map. The length of each interval, and 151 the length of the overlap between the intervals, may vary between the two sides of the 152 synteny map. For now, we do not address either of these issues, since doing so would 153 complicate the algorithm and probably have little effect on any biological dataset (since 154 doubly-overlapping intervals are uncommon).
155
The output of Step 2 is a processed synteny map without doubly-overlapping blocks. The next step is to find the blocks that contain, overlap, or are adjacent to each query 182 feature on the focal genome. These blocks will provide "anchors" that will be used in describes the genomic intervals on the focal genome corresponding to the query features of synder uses a modified interval tree algorithm to locate the syntenic intervals on the 191 focal genome that "anchor" the query feature. Building the interval tree is an O(n log(n)) 192 operation (see Algorithm 2) and searching for a given interval is O(log(n) + m), where m 193 is the number of overlapping intervals returned and n is the size of the synteny map (see 194 Algorithm 3). We modified an algorithm that returns only directly overlapping intervals) when no overlapping intervals are found (see Figure 3 ).
return Tree(c, v mid , T lef t , T right ) Algorithm 2: Build a synteny interval tree. buildTree takes a vector of intervals, q, on a given scaffold/chromosome of the focal genome and returns an interval tree data structure. The midpoint c is an integer equal to the middle position in the interval in the middle of the vector of intervals (by index). If the input vector is sorted, then the midpoint will tend to be near the center of the scaffold. filter( q, f ) selects the subset of intervals in q for which the condition f (q) is true. The filters in lines 6-8 partition each element in q into one of three sets: intervals on the left of the midpoint c, intervals overlapping the midpoint c, and intervals on the right of the midpoint c. New trees are created recursively for the left (less than) and right (greater than) sets of intervals. buildTree returns a new syntenic interval Tree object, (T ), that stores the midpoint c, all overlapping syntenic intervals ( v mid ), and the left and right child trees. The Tree will be used in Algorithm 3 to identify the anchors for each query feature. return r Algorithm 3: Given the input of a syntenic interval tree (T ), the current node in the tree (t), and a query feature (q), find all syntenic intervals in the focal genome that overlap the query feature. r.add( x) means intervals x are added to the search result r. q 1 and q 2 represent the left-and right-hand edges of the query feature. i is an interval in the interval tree. t midpoint is the midpoint of the current node in the tree. t lef t and t right and the left-and right-hand subtrees. If no intervals are found, the opposite function returns the nearest blocks on each side of q (see Figure 3) .
query feature Figure 3 : Identification of the syntenic intervals that anchor a query feature on the interval tree from the focal genome. A and B are nodes in the interval tree. A stores the overlapping syntenic intervals a 1 and a 2 . B stores the overlapping intervals b 1 , b 2 and b 3 . The query feature falls between the syntenic intervals stored in nodes A and B. The interval tree algorithm first makes the tree, and then finds the nearest node to the query. If the closest node found is A, and the nearest syntenic interval (a 1 ) detected is on the left side of the query feature, then the algorithm will trace the tree until it finds the first node to the right of the query feature (i.e., node B). Conversely, if the closest node found is to the right of the query feature (node B), then the tree is traced one branch to the left, and then as many branches to the right as possible (i.e., until node A is found). In either case, all overlapping nodes in A and B are returned as the anchors for this query sequence.
2.6
Step extreme (see Figure 4 ).
209
If a search interval is bound by two blocks, a and b, which define the two bounding intervals, [a 1 , a 2 ] and [b 1 , b 2 ], then the search interval be the inclusive interval [a 2 , b 1 ]. We 211 use an inclusive interval, rather than the exclusive interval from (a 2 + 1) to (b 1 − 1), to 212 avoid negative length intervals that would occur when b 1 = a 1 + 1 (as would occur if there 213 is a deletion in the target genome). 
end 13 end 14 return s Algorithm 4: Calculating the synder score (s) for a query feature and the set of collinear blocks from the target genome to which it is anchored. q is the query feature, b is a focal genome-side syntenic interval within collinear block set b, and o is the intersection (of zero length or greater) between q and b. The start and end points (edges) of the query feature q are q 1 and q 2 (as for edges of b and o). b score is the synteny score associated with syntenic interval b. r is an adjustable parameter, the decay rate.
In Algorithm 4, each block in the collinear block set can contribute to the total synder 228 score ( Figure 5) . The score decay rate is controlled by the adjustable parameter r. For 229 the default settings, the weight of the scores of blocks that neither overlap nor partially 230 overlap the query feature decays exponentially with the absolute distance from the nearest 231 query feature bound on the focal side. If the user sets r to be a low positive number, the 232 weight at a given position will fall slowly with distance from the query interval (e.g., when 233 r = 0.001 the weight will fall by half by 1000 bases from the nearest query feature bound); 234 thus, all blocks in the collinear set will contribute to the score, but they matter less with 235 distance ( Figure 5, r > 0) . r = 0 would give equal weight to all blocks in the collinear set, 236 in that case, the density of the map will not affect the score, and the score would simply be 237 equal to the sums of the total scores for all the syntenic blocks. A high value, such as 238 r = 100, would completely ignore genomic context, basing the query feature score only on 239 the portions of syntenic blocks that overlap the query feature. With this r setting, the 240 synder score would be 0 if the query feature does not overlap any syntenic block. Figure 7 : Comparison of orthologs inferred by synder and BLAST for the 13 A. thaliana NF-YC family members across genomes of four target species from Brassicaceae. Each row represents predicted orthologs in a target species. The x-axis for each box compares synder and tBLASTn scores. Blue dots, search intervals on the target genome that overlap a gene; gray circles, tBLASTn hits (E-value<0.001) on the target genome; red X's, tBLASTn hits on the target genome that do not overlap any annotated gene. The normalized Score (y-axis) is the score for synder search intervals and tBLASTn hits; synder scores were logged, and tBLASTn E-values were transformed with a negated, base10 log. Values were normalized by subtracting the means and dividing by the standard deviation. Gray lines, overlap between the tBLASTn hit interval and the synder search interval, i.e., tBLASTn finds a hit on the expected strand within the synder-inferred search interval.
